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Abstract
Data integration is needed in order to cope with the huge amounts of biological information now available and to
perform data mining effectively. Current data integration systems have strict limitations, mainly due to the number
of resources, their size and frequency of updates, their heterogeneity and distribution on the Internet. Integration
must therefore be achieved by accessing network services through flexible and extensible data integration and
analysis network tools. EXtensible Markup Language (XML), Web Services and Workflow Management Systems
(WMS) can support the creation and deployment of such systems. Many XML languages and Web Services for
bioinformatics have already been designed and implemented and someWMS have been proposed. In this article, we
review a methodology for data integration in biomedical research that is based on these technologies. We also
briefly describe some of the available WMS and discuss the current limitations of this methodology and the ways in
which they can be overcome.

Keywords: biological data integration; automation of retrieval and analysis processes; XML; web services; workflow
management systems; ontologies

INTRODUCTION
Some relevant characteristics of
biological information
In the post-genomic era, a huge amount of

biological and medical information is publicly

available. Genome projects contributed only a frac-

tion of all available data. Emerging research domains,

like the analysis of mutations and of metabolic path-

ways, and high-throughput technologies are con-

tributing with even huger amounts of data. The

scientific literature remains one of the most impor-

tant sources of biological information.

This information is increasing at an impressive

rate. The size of the European Molecular Biology

Laboratory Data Library reached 97 361 640

sequence entries in its 91 release. It grew by 6.78%

since the previous release and by 31.50% in 1 year.

ArrayExpress [1], a microarray experiments database

maintained by the European Bioinformatics Institute

(EBI), included 2256 experiments and occupied

1 471 587Mb in June 2007with an increase of

19.02% from June 2006. As regards the literature,

Medline includes >15 000 000 references.

Only a few databases are managed under a

coordination effort. This is the case for nucleotide

sequences databanks available at EBI, National

Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) and

the Japanese National Institute of Genetics that

exchange data on a peer-to-peer basis under

the framework of the International Nucleotide

Sequence Database Collaboration [2]. Instead, data-

bases on similar biological objects can be managed

without a common information and data structures.

For example, the International Agency for Research

on Cancer Tumour Protein 53 (TP53) somatic

mutation database [3], the Universal Mutation

Database-TP53 [4] and the Catalogue Of Somatic

Mutations In Cancer [5] all refer to mutations of the
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TP53 human gene, but each of them has its data

structure.

Information in secondary databases is of the

highest quality. Data are derived from primary

databases and undergo a careful procedure for

removal of errors and of duplications and an extended

annotation. They often represent an essential resource

for researchers since it is aimed at special research

interests. Many databanks are created and maintained

by small groups or even by a single researcher. This

leads to a high number of heterogeneous databases,

the majority of which are of a great interest to

researchers. The Nucleic Acids Research Supplement

devoted to molecular biology databases gives a precise

idea of this situation. In its 14th edition, in 2007 [6], it

listed 968 databases, 110 more than in the previous

one. Also, the list of databases that are available in

public Sequence Retrieval System (SRS) [7] sites

includes >1000 names.

As a result of this diffused and uncoordinated

development, data are spread over hundreds of

Internet sites where it is stored, using heterogeneous

database management systems and data structures.

There are no common information sets and the

semantics of data, i.e. the actual meaning associated

to each piece of data, is left to the developers and can

be different, even when using same or similar names,

thus leading to potential confusion. User interfaces

and query methods are also different and searching,

retrieving and integrating information become very

difficult. Data are often manually retrieved by

researchers, making access to several servers through

their web browsers with the ‘cut and paste’

technique being widely used to transfer data from

one web resource to another for further analysis.

Biological data integration
The main goals of biological data integration are

the achievement of a wider view of information, the

automatic carrying out of analysis involving more

databases and software and the execution of large-

scale analysis. Only a tight integration of all infor-

mation can support an effective and real data mining.

Data integration has some pre-requisites: it can

best be achieved when the information and desired

analysis are stable in time. Additionally, it is made

easier by a sound and thorough knowledge of the

domain and when information and data are well

defined. These conditions lead to a standardization

of data models and formats. Also essential is a clear

definition of the desired outputs of the integration.

Instead, integration is often impeded by hetero-

geneous data and systems, uncertain domain knowl-

edge, highly specialized and quickly evolving

information, lack of predefined clear goals and

originality of procedures and processes. In biology,

a pre-analysis of data is very difficult, because

the domain’s knowledge changes very quickly.

Moreover, the complexity of information makes

it difficult to design data models that are valid

for different application domains and over time.

Finally, the goals and the needs of researchers evolve

very quickly, according to new theories and

discoveries that lead to new data, goals and processes.

The majority of current integration methods are

based on syntactical tools, like explicit cross refer-

ences, implicit links (e.g. shared names) and common

contents (terms from shared vocabularies and lex-

icons). These methods rely on the manual annotation

of data, which is a long and costly task, prone to errors

and very demanding. They are also unable to convey

the semantics of the link. Integration methods based

on semantics, such as those that can be implemented

by using reference ontologies for associating metadata

descriptions to data sources, seem more adequate and

are increasingly used.

Integration tools that manage local copies of the

information sources (like SRS) pose many problems,

mainly deriving from the size of the sources, the need

for continuous updates and for coping with frequently

modified data structures and new databases. Data

warehouses have similar problems and considerable

effort is required to define them and set them up.

Flexibility of systems, including the ability to support

frequent changes of data models, software and

objectives of the analysis, is needed. Integrating

biological information in a distributed, heterogeneous

environment requires flexible, expandable and adap-

table technologies and tools that allow to move

toward an automation of data analysis through systems

that automatically access remote sites, retrieve

information from the databases of interest and/or

use the appropriate software to achieve the desired

analysis, while at the same time are able to cope with

the heterogeneity of data sources and to select and

manage properly the right information (semantics).

ICT TECHNOLOGIES SUPPORTING
DATA INTEGRATION
Among current Information and Communica-

tion Technologies (ICT), Workflow Management
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Systems (WMS), in connection with eXtensible

Markup Language (XML), Web Services (WS) and

ontologies, seem to be the most promising one. In

the following paragraphs, some characteristics of

these technologies and their increasing utilization in

the biomedical domain are presented.

EXtensible Markup Language
Structured information contains both data and its

contextual meaning. When semantics is implicit,

only a person can understand it from the context;

when it is explicit, software can also manage the data.

A markup language is a mechanism for identifying

parts of a document by inserting start and end tags.

The XML specification defines a way to add markup

to documents and assign meanings to data explicitly.

A set of tags and their relationships defines an XML

and constitutes a namespace (context in which these

definitions are valid). XML languages are defined by

using Document Type Definitions or XML schemas.

An XML file may include tags from more name-

spaces thus combining definitions of various XML-

based languages. In conclusion, XML allows for a

machine-readable description of the data through

languages that are valid in a knowledge domain.

Reasons for adopting XML languages in bioin-

formatics have been presented in [8–10]. Many

languages have been created for bioinformatics

applications. Among them, some support the storage

of information in formats that can improve tradi-

tional flat-file management. These include the

Bioinformatics Sequence Markup Language

(BSML) and the UniProt XML. InterPro, a databank

incorporating many information from primary

protein-related databases, uses XML for storing

information. Languages have also been defined to

describe output of analysis tools: NCBI Blast output

is formatted according to the BlastXML.

XML languages have been used in specialized

knowledge domains. For example, the Poly-

morphism Markup Language [11] has been devel-

oped to overcome the heterogeneity of Single

Nucleotide Polymorphism databases as a common

data exchange format. Similar goals lead to the

development of the Genomic Sequence Variation

Markup Language, by the Health Level 7 commu-

nity, and of the Biological Variation Markup

Language [12, 13], a model for polymorphism

data-describing clinical genotypes.

XML languages have also been defined for

information of complex systems. This is the case of

the Systems Biology Markup Language [14], which

is defined as ‘a computer-readable format for

representing models of biochemical reaction net-

works’. The same objectives are driving the devel-

opment of the Cell System Markup Language

(CSML). An XML has also been defined for

microarray experiments and gene expression data.

This represents a special case, as it is the result of the

effort of a community. It will be briefly described in

a separate paragraph later.

XML languages can support data interchange. In

order to simplify interoperation between bioinfor-

matics tools, the Helmholtz Open BioInformatics

Technology (HOBIT) XML schemas and the

BioDOM library were developed [15]. HOBIT

XML schemas refer to some bioinformatics data

types (sequence, RNA structure and alignment) and

BioDOM is a java library for their management. The

proteomics standards initiative of the Human

Proteomics Organization is now developing a set

of interchange formats for proteomics applications.

New XML languages for bioinformatics are being

continuously developed.

Web services
Web services are machine-oriented network services

based on XML, usually communicating by using the

Simple Object Architecture Protocol (SOAP). WS

offer a standardized programming interface so that

software tools can effectively make access to

information and services. Standards have been

defined for their description [Web Services

Description Language (WSDL)], retrieval and identi-

fication [Universal Description, Discovery,

Identification (UDDI)] and composition [Web

Services Choreography Description Language

(WSCDL)]. WS can have ontological metadata

added to them, thus allowing software applications

to access data in a semantic aware manner.

Reasons for the setting up of WS in bioinfor-

matics have been presented [16–18]. These include

the need for overcoming the scaling problem arising

from the use of high-throughput experimental

protocols: these provide such huge amounts of data

that their analysis in an adequate time scale needs a

‘high-throughput’ sequence analysis process that

could not be achieved through the traditional

approach of manual access to web sites. Also, WS

would offer bioinformatics the possibility of imple-

menting a real distributed analysis environment,

while protecting intellectual property rights for data,
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algorithms and source code, that would not be

copied and would remain on the owners’ informa-

tion system.

WS have already been implemented by many

institutes and service providers in the biomedical

field. EBI WS [19] are a suite of tools allowing access

to homology searches, multiple sequence alignment

and text mining. NCBI developed Entrez Utilities

Web Service for querying databases. DNA Data

Bank of Japan developed Kyoto Encyclopedia of

Gene and Genomes WS for accessing the Kyoto

Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes.

Many other WS have been implemented. The

Distributed Annotation System defines a commu-

nication protocol to exchange biological sequence

annotations [20]; GeneCruiser [21] and Biosphere

[22] support microarray experiments analysis and

Common Access to Biological Resources and

Information WS give access to biological resources

information [23, 24].

Soaplab [25] is an effective tool for the deploy-

ment of WS by non-experts. It supports implemen-

tation of WS interfacing both command line

software and web forms. The SoapLab implementa-

tion at EBI implements access to each software of the

European Molecular Biology Open Source Software

suite.

BioMOBY [26, 27] is an open source software

implementing an architecture for the discovery and

distribution of biological data through WS; data and

services are decentralized, but the availability of these

resources, and the description of interaction meth-

ods, are registered in a central location called MOBY

Central. Since BioMOBY offers a unique interface,

its clients can interact with multiple sources of

biological data, regardless of the underlying format or

schema, in a homogeneous way. BioMOBY includes

a classification of bioinformatics data, elaborations

and contexts (see following paragraph for details).

MobyServlet [28] is a framework that allows existing

Java applications to be easily converted into WS

conforming to BioMOBY semantics. Although it

requires a programming effort, this tool has the

advantage of improving interoperability of services in

the BioMOBY environment.

Ontologies
An ontology is the specification of conceptualization

in a given domain of interest. It consists of a set of

concepts expressed by using a controlled vocabulary

and the relationships among these concepts.

Ontologies can add semantic metadata to the

resources, improve data accessibility and support

integrated searches. Many biomedical ontologies

have been or are being developed, mainly in the

context of the Open Biomedical Ontologies

initiatives. Unfortunately, available ontologies are

still only partially applied and the vast majority of

data sources do not use them.

In the context of the automation of biological

data analysis processes, ontologies referring to

bioinformatics data and tasks are of the highest

relevance. They can be used to characterize WS by

annotating their inputs and outputs, data sources and

computation type (e.g. alignment, retrieval and gene

prediction). Such characterization can support both

search and discovery of services and interoperation

between them.

The BioMOBY ontology [26] consists of three

interdependent hierarchies related to data types,

services and namespaces. The data types hierarchy

specifies possible MOBY objects, i.e. data that can be

transferred between a client and a service. The

services hierarchy specifies the possible analyses, like

alignments, data retrieval and computation of

phylogenetics distance. The namespaces hierarchy

includes contexts where services and data types can

be applied.

The MyGrid ontology [29] has been designed to

support semantic discovery of bioinformatics ser-

vices. It includes two components: the service

ontology and the domain ontology. The latter

includes descriptions of data types relevant to

bioinformatics and their relationships, while the

former describes characteristics of WS. By combining

the two ontologies, WS can be characterized on the

basis of their computation, data sources and I/O data

types. A similar ontology was developed to support

search and selection of workflows in the biowep

workflow enactment portal [30].

The System for the Integration of Bioinformatics

Services (SIBIOS) ontology [31] is used to

support the discovery of WS within the SIBIOS

workflow system. This ontology is structured

as three connected components referring to

biological and bioinformatics concepts and software

tools.

Finally, a proposal has recently been published for

the setting up of a registry of all bioinformatics

resources, the Resourceome [32], where the

resources are annotated on the basis of a domain
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ontology including definitions of bioinformatics data

types and tasks.

It is important to point out that WS constitute the

only interface to the systems they expose. In an

automated analysis process, all data exchange is

carried out through WS. So, it is essential that

a shared reference ontology of bioinformatics data

types and tasks be used by WS. At the same time,

association of semantic metadata to databases’

components (such as tables and attributes) becomes

useless since these are not directly accessed by users.

Workflow management systems
Workflows are defined as ‘computerized facilitations

or automations of a business process, in whole or

part’ (Workflow Management Coalition, WfMC).

Their goal is the implementation of data analysis

processes in standardized environments. All data-

processing steps in a complex process are ordered in

the proper way and interlinked so that the overall

process can be carried out by executing each task

when all needed requisites are fulfilled and by

transferring data from one step to the following

one. The main advantages of automated workflows

relate to effectiveness, reproducibility, reusability of

procedures and of intermediate results and trace-

ability. Effectiveness is achieved through the auto-

mation of repetitive procedures: being an automatic

procedure, a workflow can free bio-scientists from

repetitive interactions with the web, at the same time

supporting good practice. Reproducibility is also

granted by the implementation of repetitive proce-

dures, although it is limited by the frequent update

of information sources; anyway, analyses can be

replicated over time. Reusability is implemented by

storing intermediate results and by allowing their use

in subsequent workflows executions and by making

workflows widely available in the scientific commu-

nity. Finally, traceability is achieved by storing

intermediate results and allowing their analysis: the

workflow is then carried out in a transparent analysis

environment where data provenance can be checked

and/or controlled. This is especially important when

unexpected data are obtained.

A WMS is a system that defines, creates and

manages the execution of workflows. Its main

components are:

� a graphical interface for composing workflows,

entering data, watching execution, displaying

results,

� an archive to store workflow descriptions, results

of executions and related traces,

� a registry of available services, either local or

remote,

� a scheduler able to invoke services included in the

workflow at the appropriate time,

� a set of programming interfaces able to dialogue

with remote services,

� a monitor tool for controlling the execution of the

workflow,

� a set of visualization capabilities for displaying

different types of results.

Many WMS have already been proposed, both by

industries and by academic and research institutes,

and are being increasingly applied in the biomedical

domain. A classification of WMS is introduced in the

following Section.

Amethodology for the automation of
retrieval and analysis processes
WMS are the most promising technology for

supporting the creation and deployment of flexible,

network based, integration systems. For this to

happen, a methodology must be defined and

adopted by the highest possible number of devel-

opers and service providers. This should implement

ways for sharing data models and, when possible,

data definitions and should be based on common

data interchange formats. The following methodol-

ogy could then be devised:

� XML schemas can be used for the creation of

common models of biological information,

� XML-based languages can be adopted for data

storage, representation and exchange,

� WS can be made available for the interoperability

of software,

� ontologies can semantically support WS discovery,

selection and interoperation,

� workflows can be created and maintained for the

execution of analysis processes,

� workflow enactment portals can provide wide-

spread utilization of automated processes.

This methodology can partially cope with the

problem of format changes in data sources since it

limits interoperability issues to the interface level.

This implies that changes, even important ones, can

occur at the data management level without
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influencing how external applications can interact

with the system. Of course, care must be taken by

database curators to ensure that the interface is still

working according to advertised application pro-

gramming interfaces (API) and these are based on

consensus data models.

This methodology can be seen as a speculative

idea, very difficult to implement. The Microarray

Gene Expression Data Group (MGED) [33] initia-

tive, lead along the above lines, can instead be seen as

a success story. MGED is an international society of

biologists, computer scientists and data analysts that

aim to facilitate the sharing of microarray data. This

initiative was devoted to the creation of a common

data structure for communicating microarray-based

gene expression (MAGE) data. This activity started

by defining the Minimum Information About a

Microarray Experiment (MIAME) data set. MIAME

describes the data that is needed to interpret

unambiguously results of any experiment and

potentially reproduce it [34]. MIAME includes raw

and normalised data for each hybridisation in the

study, annotations of the sample and of the array, and

other related information. In order to improve

specification of MIAME information, and

therefore its accessibility, a data exchange model

(MAGE-OM) and related data formats were then

defined. Formats are specified as spreadsheets and as

an XML language (MAGE-ML). In addition, the

MGED Ontology was developed for the description

of key concepts. A software toolkit was finally

developed to facilitate the adoption of MAGE-OM

and MAGE-ML.

WORKFLOWSMANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS IN BIOINFORMATICS
Many integration systems have been proposed for

biological information. Many of them use workflows

for achieving the needed flexibility to cope with

researchers’ needs. However, some of them are

limited to local data sources, either internally

generated or downloaded, and analysis tools. In this

article, distinction is made between workflow

systems and local integration systems with workflow

composition capabilities and the analysis is limited to

the former. Some information on the workflows

systems that are described in following paragraphs is

presented in Table 1.

A classification of WMS
Many classifications can be proposed for WMS.

Here, we propose a classification of systems that is

based both on complexity of their use for researchers

and actual possibility of accessing and making use of

either local or remote services. This classification

includes software libraries, standalone systems, client/

server systems and enactment portals.

Software libraries
Bioinformatics tools are often the result of efforts of

single researchers who make use of software libraries

for facilitating further software development.

Examples are the bio* initiatives (biojava, bioperl

and biopython) associated to the Open

Bioinformatics Foundation. Biopipe [35] is a perl

module designed to be used with bioperl for

high-throughput sequence analysis. It includes job

Table 1: List of someWMS and portals for bioinformatics

Tool Class Language Distrib URL Bib

Biopipe Library Pipeline XML Open source http://www.gmod.org/biopipe/ [33]
BioWBI Web-based, local services Proprietary Commercial http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/biowbi [44]
BioWMS Web-based, remote services XPDL Public access http://litbio.unicam.it:8080/biowms/ [50]
Taverna Workbench Stand alone XScufl Open source http://taverna.sourceforge.net/ [36^40]
Kepler Stand alone MoML Open source http://kepler-project.org/ [41]
SIBIOS Client-server, remote services Open source [47]
Pegasys Stand alone Pegasys DAG Open source http://bioinformatics.ubc.ca/pegasys/ [49]
Pegasus Client-server, Grid services [48]
Wildfire Stand-alone GEL Open source http://wildfire.bii.a-star.edu.sg/wildfire/ [42]
Triana Client-server system TaskGraph Open source http://www.trianacode.org/ [45, 46]
BioWEP Portal Xscufl XPDL Open source http://bioinformatics.istge.it/biowep/ [30]
MOWServ Portal XScufl Public access http://www.inab.org/MOWServ/ [51]

For every system, the above data are specified, when known or applicable: type of tool (see classification in the text), workflow definition language,
distribution policy, reference URL and bibliography (see list of references in the text)
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management routines that constitute an interface to

load-sharing tools. These ensure proper ordering

of the analysis and their monitoring. Biopipe

considers a bioinformatics experiment just as a

sequential pipeline, hence it does not support

synchronization operators. Software libraries are

only useful for skilled programmers developing

new software.

Standalone systems
Standalone applications implement both workflow

building and execution in a single tool running on

desktops. They allow the user to integrate remote

services so that information can be downloaded as

part of the workflow execution, while computa-

tional tasks can be assigned to remote services for

execution. The computational power of the desktop

is not relevant, since the most demanding tasks are

executed remotely.

These autonomous systems can be downloaded

and installed on personal computers and workstations

and they do not rely on any devoted server

application. They may include support for access

to WS and for the deployment of workflows in

Grid environments. Standalone applications can be

an effective tool for the development and enactment

of small-to-medium size tasks, not demanding

high performances (memory, storage and execution

time), by researchers that have a good knowledge

of existing network services and some programming

skills.

Taverna Workbench [36, 37] from EBI is the

best-known standalone system. It is an open source

designed to build workflows for bioinformatics and

was developed in the frame of the myGrid project

[38]. It is a Java application that is able to build

complex workflows, to access both remote and local

processors of various kinds, to launch execution of

workflows and to display different types of results,

including text, web pages and various kinds of

images and diagrams. Its main strength resides in its

nice interface, which can be used without any special

skill, and in its flexibility, i.e. its ability to support

access to services offered through many kind of

interfaces. In fact, Taverna can interact with WS

having a standard WSDL interface definition,

Soaplab servers, BioMOBY services [39] and

BioMart implementations. It currently offers access

to >3000 resources. It is also able to find both

definitions of WS and workflows by navigating

Internet sites. Internal Java functions and the ability

to include original scripts offer further processing

capabilities. Taverna also includes a plug-in mecha-

nism for the addition of interfaces to network

services, not already accessible. Taverna explicitly

recognizes the importance of data provenance and

semantic issues: it includes Feta [40], a semantic-

based tool for searching WS, a user interaction tool

that is based on email messaging, and an additional

component to record provenance information.

Kepler [41], developed at the SDSC, is an open

source system based on the University of California

Berkeley Ptolemy II tool. Ptolemy’s focus is on the

assembly of concurrent components, which are

independent and autonomous, through a ‘well-

defined’ model of computation governing all

needed interactions and thus ensuring a proper

working of the system. In this model, independent

components are called ‘actors’; ‘actors’ have input

and output ‘ports’ that are connected through

‘channels’. The model of computation, including

the definition of actors, ports and channels, is

expressed in a programming language whose instruc-

tions are executed by one special component, called

the ‘director’. The actors’ behaviour is therefore

determined by the director, instead of its connections

and data flow only. This allows actors to be reused

for different goals in workflows having different

models. Various general directors and actors are

available for the most useful functions, including

those needed to harvest and access WS, query

databases, execute R and java scripts, and distribute

computation in a Grid environment. Kepler includes

many mathematical and statistical components and

graph visualization tools and therefore it is particu-

larly useful when simulation and modelling tasks are

required.

Wildfire [42], from the Singapore Bioinformatics

Institute, is a graphical user interface for constructing

workflows. It borrows user interface features from

Jemboss [43] and adds a drag-and-drop interface

allowing the user to compose programs into work-

flows. For execution, Wildfire uses Grid Execution

Language (GEL), a parallel scripting language

including explicit parallel constructs that allows to

define tasks to be executed in parallel. It is worth

noting that GEL can also work autonomously and be

run on the command line.

Client/server systems
Workflow tools can also be based on a client/server

approach. In this case, workflows are always
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executed at the server side, while their design and

creation can occur at both sides. On the server,

workflows can be enacted locally, on the server itself,

or remotely, on network nodes. In the former case,

all data and analysis tools are also maintained locally,

while in the latter case they reside on remote

machines. These can be available either on the

Internet or in a GRID network. Such workflow

systems can run large-scale e-science applications.

They have to support concurrent users, must take

care of security issues and can run workflows taking a

long time to complete. As a consequence, these

WMS are especially useful for those workflows

requiring high performances (with reference to data

size and execution time). User interfaces normally

are simple and intuitive and do not require neither

programming skills nor previous knowledge of

existing services. These systems must be managed

by an administrator and therefore they are not easily

adaptable to the needs of single users.

The Bioinformatic Workflow Builder Interface,

BioWBI, from IBM [44], is a web-based graphical

user interface for building and executing workflows.

The description of data sources is stored in a

database, together with workflows and analyses.

The workflow execution engine is a back-end

application able to process and execute the requests

from BioWBI and to return results. The system

supports pipes, conditions and iterations. Data

sources can be flat files, queries to databases and

analysis software.

Triana [45, 46] is an open source, platform-

independent tool developed at Cardiff University.

It offers users both workflow editing and execution

capabilities through a graphical interface accessing

the Triana Central Service (TCS). It supports access

to WS properly described with a standard language

and registered in a standard registry. It also gives

access to peer-to-peer and Grid services that are

made available through standard interfaces. Users can

log in to the TCS, launch a workflow (which is

executed by a Triana Service), log off, enter again

later and control execution of previous workflows.

Triana also allows workflows to be exposed as WS

through a UDDI register. Workflows are defined by

using a proprietary language, TaskGraph, but can

also be exported to BPEL4WS and imported from

XML Simple Conceptual Unified Flow Language

(Xscufl) (see references further on).

SIBIOS [47] is also based on a client-server

architecture that includes three independent

modules. The Workflow Builder and the Result

Manager components reside on the client side. On

the server side, the Task Engine supports the

invocation of services and controls possible inter-

operability issues among services. SIBIOS is inher-

ently based on WS: its modules are presented as WS

and communicate among them by using related

standards. Services integrated by SIBIOS include

database searches and data analysis tools invocation.

During workflow execution, the Workflow Builder

queries the server to obtain the current status of

running workflows. Intermediate results are fetched,

thus allowing the user to inspect partial results before

the entire workflow execution is completed. This

also allows the user to intervene by pausing the

execution, changing the workflow and restarting it.

This approach is particularly useful for long-running

workflows: by allowing an early evaluation of results,

it helps in reducing waste of time possibly derived by

planning errors.

Pegasus [48], developed at the University of

Southern California, is a workflow manager that

supports automatic conversion of high-level work-

flow descriptions to executable workflows and enacts

them in a Condor-based Grid infrastructure. It

includes a metadata catalogue service (MCS) and

implements workflow reduction, resource selection

and task clustering for optimizing execution perfor-

mances. Pegasus approach is very original since it

implements both data and computation abstraction

and it is able to optimize performances, but it lacks

standardization and openness.

Pegasys [49] is a modular software for data

integration from heterogeneous sequence analysis

tools. It includes tools for pair-wise and multiple

sequence alignment, ab initio gene prediction, RNA

gene detection and masking repetitive sequences in

genomic DNA, as well as filters for database

formatting and processing of raw output from

various analyses. It includes a data structure for

sequence analyses: users can create, save and run

workflows through a graphical user interface.

Workflows are executed through the Pegasys server

and integrated results are presented to the user. Its

focused, but limited, application scope makes it a

useful tool only for a limited number of researchers.

BioWMS [50] supports workflows definition and

execution and management of results through a

web-based interface. It is implemented on the

BioAgent/Hermes architecture that is based on

the multi-agent system software technology.
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This technology supports the development of soft-

ware where basic elaboration tasks are performed by

dedicated modules, the ‘agents’, that have autono-

mous (pro-active) behaviours: they are able to

request needed data and return results of their

elaborations by communicating with other agents,

check if further requests are pending by commu-

nicating their availability to further processing, wait

until their intervention is needed again, and

eventually stop. ‘Mobile agents’ can also be created:

they are transferred to a remote computer where

they are executed. The BioAgent system dynamically

generates agent-based workflow engines from the

specification of the workflow to be executed. It both

exploits pro-activeness and mobility of agents to

embed the proper features inside agents behaviour.

The resulting workflow engine is a multi-agent

system where agents are distributed and run

concurrently.

Enactment portals
WMS assume that researchers know all bioinfor-

matics resources they need and that they are skilled

in programming and composing workflows. They

are therefore not viable for the majority of biologists

and researchers. Web portals can be implemented

for allowing all users to enact workflows in a user-

friendly environment. The role of the user is limited

to selection and execution of predefined workflows.

Portals are essential for the exploitation of workflows

in a real research environment, since they free

researchers from the burden of the development of

workflows and let them concentrate on the scientific

problem. When using portals, authentication of users

is needed. This allows access rights to workflows to

be managed and to store executions metadata and

related results in a personal area.

Biowep, Web Enactment Portal for Bioinfor-

matics [30], is a web application that allows the

selection and execution of a set of predefined,

annotated workflows. It is able to enact workflows

that are described with the XScufl language through

a server side implementation of the enacter of the

Taverna Workbench. It can also execute workflows

written in XML Process Definition Language

(XPDL) by linking to BioAgent/Hermes server.

Biowep’s workflow annotation consists of the

registration of task and I/O data types for the main

components of the workflow. This is done on the

basis of an ontology of bioinformatics tasks and data

types. Users can then select workflows on the basis of

their annotation. Users also have a personal space

where they can store results.

MOWServ [51] is a web interface developed

and implemented at INB (National Institute for

Bioinformatics, Spain). It allows the access to

BioMOBY compatible services using descriptions

stored in BioMOBY central. It includes an automatic

interface generator that produces uniform forms for

entering data and running workflows. It also allows

the discovery of services on the basis of their input

data types by using the BioMOBY ontology of

datatypes, services and namespaces. The system is

able to monitor workflow execution. Workflows are

stored using the XScufl language, and their execu-

tion is carried out by a custom-made engine.

Workflow definition languages
Workflows are defined by using a workflow

definition language. Since a description and compar-

ison of these languages is beyond the scope of this

article, the following notes can be used for reference.

The XPDL is a general standard defined by WfMC.

WSCDL is a W3C standard for the composition of

workflows based on interactions among WS. The

XScufl is a proprietary workflow language developed

for Taverna. The Business Process Execution

Language for WS (BPEL4WS) is a standard proposed

by IBM and is intended to specify the interactions

between WS.

DISCUSSION
Some limitations are currently hampering the wide

deployment of workflow systems in biology. The

most important probably are the limited abstraction,

poor performances and limited availability of

resources.

Abstraction is the key issue. Scientists’ activity is

oriented toward scientific results and this is their

most important objective. Building workflows and

coping with the details of the invoked services is a

burden. Nice graphical interfaces do not solve this

issue, since they still require knowledge of services,

data formats and programming skills. Instead, a rich

semantic interface is needed. This should include

features like metadata management, association of

concepts to systems and to databases, format

conversions, automatic iteration management and

tools for the visualization of multiple formats. The

best interface should allow researchers to build

workflows by describing the required processing in

natural language. This, of course, is a long-term
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objective, but the methodology proposed here can

effectively support this goal. Shared data definitions

and ontologies of data types allow WS with

homogeneous data types to be set up. This would

allow workflow systems to automatically (and

transparently) introduce in the workflow transforma-

tion processors between linked services having

different data types. A semi-automatic procedure

for identifying and placing customizable adapters into

workflows has been presented in [52]. Only a few

data sources currently have a semantic characteriza-

tion of data: this, however, is not a strong limitation

in this context, since semantics should be conveyed

to WS, especially in terms of a shared reference

ontology of bioinformatics data types and tasks. This

would avoid the need for associating detailed

semantic information to each and all database

structural information, such as tables and attributes,

that, anyway, would not be retrieved by software

accessing the database remotely. In other words,

semantics can be associated to the information that is

actually exchanged, instead to every single data.

Scientists need the most viable results in the

shortest possible time, regardless which database, site

or supercomputer is used: these issues should be

completely transparent to users. Performances should

be improved by the reuse of intermediate results and

by a proper policy for distribution of tasks (e.g.

applications returning huge amounts of data should

submit this for further processing to services in the

same LAN or computer). This can be achieved by

adding metadata to available services and allowing for

an automatic selection of best services among those

offering the same processing. Workflows must face

many possible faults: high traffic networks can

exhibit timeouts, network crashes can make sites

unreachable, sites themselves can crash. Workflow

systems must cope with these problems, otherwise

the most complex workflows have a high failure risk.

Transparency of sources, implying the possibility of

selecting alternative services for the same processing,

can support this need. Also the ability to identify a

failure, retry failed processings, suspend workflow

execution and restart stopped workflows are all

useful features that could be simplified by using

alternative services. Reuse of intermediate results,

by a related workflow or even by a different

workflow needing the same data, can also signifi-

cantly improve performances. To this end, inter-

mediate results should be saved and properly

annotated.

The unavailability of WS for accessing some data

sources makes automation of some procedures

impossible. The majority of existing databases do

not allow for a programmatic access yet. The

difficulty of making access to free text annotation

and literature is another important limitation. Some

services allowing the access and retrieval of structured

data from these information sources non-compliant

to WS would therefore be extremely useful.

Implementation of more databases in SRS sites and

the development of a WS for querying any SRS

libraries, as the SRS by WS (SWS) system

[P.Romano and D.Marra, Submitted for publica-

tion], can be of help.

Another fundamental requirement for scientists is

the repeatability of experiments. In the workflow

scenario, this implies that enactment engines must

generate and store a trace of an execution and

reproduce it. The trace should include execution

metadata describing all steps of the process including

both trivial information, such as workflow descrip-

tion, inputs that were used, processing software and

sites, and non-trivial ones, like software and databases

versions, operating systems of computers that run

software. This implies that such data should also be

provided by WS, which is not normally the case. It

must anyway be kept in mind that in-silico

processing, unlike in vivo tests, are prone to updating

and evolution of databases and therefore they do not

generally give the same results even after a brief

interval of time. Current WMS are increasingly

providing facilities for data provenance.

Another important requirement is the ability to

interact with external events. User interaction is now

recognised as a necessity, especially for long-running

workflows. The Taverna Workbench is already

providing a user interaction module based on email

messaging procedures. Grid-enabled systems are also

providing monitoring and interaction tasks.

CONCLUSIONS
In this article, a review of ICT technologies that can

support the development of automated analysis

processes in bioinformatics has been presented.

Such technologies as XML languages, WS, ontolo-

gies and WMS have already been implemented

in bioinformatics, but not in a consistent way.

A methodology for the automation of data retrieval

and analysis in bioinformatics, based on the extensive

use of above technologies, has been described.

Such automation will offer bioinformatics the
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possibility of implementing a really machine-

oriented, distributed analysis environment that will

give researchers the possibility of improving effi-

ciency of their procedures and that will allow for the

implementation of data integration tools able to

significantly improve biological data mining.

It is now possible to devise a not-so-distant

scenario where such automation can actually

be achieved. For this to happen, a joint effort of

developers and providers should be done for the

definition of shared XML schemas and of a

consensus ontology of data types and tasks. The

development and implementation of WS compliant

to these shared definitions and allowing access to the

vast majority of molecular biology and biomedical

databases, and the improvement of existing WMS

along the line of data and computation abstraction

and with improved performances will finally lead to

the creation of effective and useful workflows by

interested scientists, and hence significantly improv-

ing in-silico analyses.
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